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EDtJC	 _i	 Teaching French as --a Second Languag	
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jntenta Sóhools of British Columbia 

An intensive practical course in the application of 
linguistic, psychological and educational theory to 
scondlaflgUag0 teaching with special reference to the 
teaching of French in the elementary schools of British Co]urtia0 

Course outline 

The course will comprise two concurrent programs, I & Ii, viz 

	

10	 A program of directed reading. The student will he 
expected to show evidence of his reading in the second 
program of the course; 

110 A program of seminars and individual tutorials. Ii this 
part of the course, the student will be evaluated on the 
basis of his performance in a number of individual arLd 
group projects.

Course Specifications 

	

10	 The directed reading program comprises: 
(a) Theory, subsuming three related areas,  viz .: LiiuI3tiC, 
Psychological, and Educational theory, as applied to ;he 
teaching of a second language, with special referincC to 
French in the elementary schools of British CotuL'i; 
(b) Applied Theor viz.: the study of Llenentx rih 
courses recommended for use in schools by the Departert 
of Education. 

II, Seminars and individual tutorials in the areas cf: 
* objectives; 
* planning, preparation and teaching of sauple units, 

lessons, and sequential programs; 
* selection, construction, and evaluation of instructional 

materials; 
* demonstrations and laboratory experiences in the us 
audio tapes and loops; slides, fi)uwtrips and fi.ms' et.,v9; 

trans parencies, opaque visuals, gr . piiOS, L1C1O 

and displays; puppetry, etc.; 
* application of readings and experiences to 

solving in the classroom.
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